COVID-19 CREATING CHANGE – AND OPPORTUNITY – IN DIGITAL COMMERCE
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What’s Next for Companies and Consumers Post-Pandemic?

As businesses faced occupancy restrictions and even temporary shutdowns of their physical locations in the wake of COVID-19, online purchases surged – a near-immediate shift in consumer behavior that also forced organizations to reexamine their digital strategies.

These changes occurred quickly; indeed, they could be considered emergency measures for some businesses simply seeking to survive. But long after the pandemic fades, one of its legacies is sure to be the lasting impact it had on how people buy, and how companies sell.

Gartner’s August 2020 report, 10 Things COVID-19 Will Change in Digital Commerce, highlights a wide variety of these effects, as well as recommendations for action.

The report is included below, along with an Avalara companion piece about a key consideration that’s easy to forget when the world is changing so rapidly: compliance with tax and tariff laws. With the right solutions, that challenge can be transformed into an opportunity of its own – creating a foundation that can stand strong no matter what’s ahead.
Since COVID-19 reached the United States in early 2020, we’ve undergone seismic shifts in human behavior. Initially, lockdowns kept millions of people homebound, and although social distancing protocols and masks eventually led to gradual steps toward a return to “normal,” we aren’t there yet and likely won’t be for some time. In fact, many states implemented new restrictions as the virus began to spread more aggressively in November.

As a result of the pandemic, businesses across all industries experienced significant shifts of their own. These changes involved more than the most obvious impacts, such as transitioning to new sales platforms and channels; they included the transformation of business processes and even entire operating models, driven by the businesses themselves.

In 10 Things COVID-19 Will Change in Digital Commerce, Gartner notes that one key development has been organizations increasing their digital investment in response to consumer behavior – and perhaps more important, the firm indicates that some of these changes will have “profound impacts on digital commerce” even after the pandemic.

For some businesses that were able to successfully pivot, digital has been a lifeline, a way to survive in an unexpected crisis. Others that were already planning to move in this direction simply accelerated those plans. And many companies with significant existing digital operations took advantage of their experience and knowledge, making refinements and positioning themselves for what’s next.
Ramping up online activity and reaching audiences in more places than ever before, compliance with varying U.S. tax regulations and international laws will be a major issue going forward.

However, even for those companies that have thrived online, the explosive growth of digital commerce also brings challenges. As more businesses jump in without fully understanding all of the ramifications, ramping up online activity and reaching audiences in more places than ever before, compliance with varying U.S. tax regulations and international laws will be a major issue going forward.

And the increasing emphasis states and municipalities have placed on ensuring they get their cut of digital sales must be considered as well: The pandemic has blown astonishing holes in many budgets across the country and around the world, making every dollar matter more. Companies that once might have slipped by now run the risk of fines and penalties if they don’t comply with applicable laws.

Industry shocks – and success stories

Before we look at what’s ahead, however, it’s instructive to view the pandemic’s impact at an industry level. Because Avalara tracks billions of transactions each year for ecommerce businesses, our aggregate data can provide unique insights into consumer and business behaviors. The Avalara Commerce Monitor, our new quarterly report, offers analysis in three broad verticals – manufacturing, retail, and services. Noteworthy findings from the latest edition:

- As could be expected, services were hit extremely hard when COVID-19 concerns limited activity. However, the segment recovered as states began to reopen more, with sales increasing 31% between April and September.

- Swings in retail numbers were noteworthy as well, not only due to safety-related limitations, but also fluctuations in consumer income. In the U.S., additional unemployment funds helped many families maintain their standard of living, perhaps even contributing to the outsized sales increases in categories such as hobby supplies (up 482% in April), home improvement purchases (up 118% in March), and other goods. But that program has ended, and it remains to be seen whether another stimulus package is forthcoming.

- Manufacturing has been the most resilient of the three verticals; it not only had the smallest decrease in sales since the pandemic began, it also had the highest increase in sales in September.

It’s important to note that the pandemic also has driven an increase in B2B ecommerce, a shift that can make compliance even more complex, as most ecommerce platforms don’t offer an easy way to accept exemption and resale certificates.

With the right solutions and support, we believe the compliance challenge actually represents an opportunity, one that allows companies to create a foundation for an even stronger digital future. Here, using Avalara research and drawing upon Gartner findings, we’ll examine trends and key opportunities for businesses in each stage – pivoting to online, expanding online, or strongly established online – as they navigate through the pandemic and beyond. We’ll also show how a streamlined approach to compliance can play an important role in taking full advantage of such opportunities.
The pivot: businesses that have moved online

Many businesses whose primary revenue stream results from brick-and-mortar sales, such as hospitality companies and those with showrooms, have seized new opportunities in online sales – but not just for takeout food or retail items. They’re also investing in technology to offer experiences like online cooking classes and 3D product tours, or streaming activities previously available only on-site.

These innovations have considerable potential, as they can reach new audiences without the same geographic or even income limitations. For instance, someone who would never spend the money to travel to a high-end resort might be quite willing to pay for a virtual activity or interactive course offered by the resort. Exciting as these new offerings are, though, selling in different areas also increases the need for rock-solid compliance. That can be particularly challenging for businesses new to online sales that are now selling outside of their city or state for the first time.

The expansion: companies growing online operations

While digital commerce played a role for many businesses before the pandemic, for some, this unique situation caused them to accelerate their online offerings – perhaps before they were fully prepared to expand. Though these companies generally understand sales tax and compliance issues, they may not have anticipated the requirements additional digital sales can create in other jurisdictions.

For instance, Gartner reports that the growth in enterprise marketplaces, such as Etsy and others, has made them a particularly appealing opportunity for companies to pursue additional revenue. That can bring into play U.S. economic nexus laws, which are complex, and continually evolving. A strong increase in sales in one state, say as a result of recurring business from a new subscription offering, could mean the seller now must collect and remit sales tax, although they didn’t need to before. And as part of sweeping changes to tax and customs regulations, both the EU and U.K. will seek to impose VAT obligations on online marketplaces in 2021.

The refinement: organizations building on existing strengths

Companies that already have substantial digital commerce operations, including those that are entirely online, aren’t staying still during the pandemic. They’re innovating, as businesses in the other categories are, but also pressing their existing advantages by refining their approaches and investing in new tools.

With the right solutions and support, we believe the compliance challenge actually represents an opportunity, one that allows companies to create a foundation for an even stronger digital future.
And unlike some businesses in the other categories, these organizations treat such investments as crucial to long-term success – it’s about more than short-term survival. That’s why, as Gartner notes, companies would be well-served to adjust plans and platforms to stay competitive not only now, but long into the future.

**Compliance: a digital opportunity for all companies**

Every business is different, and all are dealing with their own unique challenges. Yet as digital commerce evolves and grows in response to the pandemic, any organization that sells online can take steps to strengthen its position. Gartner recommends leaders:

- Work with business stakeholders to prioritize areas of improvement. Consider the impact of the 10 changes and determine how relevant they are to your organization.
- Identify gaps in the commerce application portfolio that can be filled by applications from the commerce ecosystem.

Avalara’s global compliance suite is designed to fill several of those gaps with solutions that get businesses registered in U.S. states where they have tax liabilities, automate sales tax calculation and collection, manage exempt sales, provide streamlined record-keeping, even file and remit taxes to various jurisdictions. These broad solutions address international regulations as well, including indirect global taxes such as VAT and GST, cross-border sales, consumer use, and more. They incorporate seamlessly into the checkout systems businesses use, and integrate with popular software applications for accounting and other functions. And advanced rule functionality provides convenient handling of different transaction types.

Just as important is the reduction in what Gartner calls “digital friction.” According to Gartner, “it refers to unnecessary effort by employees when using or producing data or technology solutions for work”. The best solutions are not only effective, but easy to use and intuitive as well, so employees can realize efficiency gains along with the company.

In fact, in an increasing digital world, one of the biggest benefits of Avalara’s compliance solutions has a distinctly human feel: By automating a complicated process such as sales tax and compliance, while also providing industry-leading support and expertise, we do more than make companies stronger – we empower the people within those companies to do more. And that’s something that will pay dividends long after COVID-19.

Visit us at [avalara.com](https://avalara.com).

---

1Gartner Research, 10 Things COVID-19 Will Change in Digital Commerce, 28 August 2020, Sandy Shen, Jason Daigler, Penny Gillespie, Mark Lewis, Dayna Ford, Mike Lowndes
COVID-19 has changed customers’ buying behavior and accelerated digital investment for many organizations. Some changes will sustain postpandemic and have profound impacts on digital commerce. Application leaders must understand these long-term impacts as they reprioritize digital investment.

**Overview**

**Key Findings**

- Despite revenue shocks, organizations are increasing investment in digital channels and technologies. This will help to mitigate revenue impacts, retain customers and adapt product offerings for the postpandemic world.

- The 10 areas where changes will be sustained are: contactless commerce, visual configuration, live commerce, experience commerce, B2B consumerization, lights-off commerce, enterprise marketplace, unified commerce, modular architecture and configurable business experience.

- Improvements in flexibility and agility, enabling new business models, and technical functionality will set organizations on a better recovery path, and help them adapt to the new normal.

**Recommendations**

Application leaders responsible for digital commerce technologies should:

- Work with business stakeholders to prioritize areas of improvements. Consider the impact of the 10 changes and determine how relevant they are to your organization.
- Set up a business-IT fusion task force within the digital commerce team to support the move to a more modular architecture.

- Identify gaps in the commerce application portfolio that can be filled by applications from the commerce ecosystem.

- Establish metrics and target value early on – allowing the organization to monitor performance and customer experience, and to adjust its course of action to ensure business results.

**Strategic Planning Assumptions**

- By 2024, 80% of ordering and replenishment will be touchless for most organizations.

- By 2023, 75% of organizations selling direct to consumers will offer subscription services, but only 20% will succeed in increasing customer retention.

- By 2023, organizations that have operated enterprise marketplaces for more than one year will see at least 10% increase in digital revenue.

- By 2024, 30% of digital commerce organizations will use packaged business capabilities (PBCs) to construct their application experiences.

- Through 2022, 50% of large organizations will have failed to unify engagement channels, resulting in a disjointed and siloed customer experience that lacks context.

**Analysis**

The COVID-19 pandemic is an unusual and unexpected event that has disrupted many business plans and forecast models, and changed the growth trajectory for a number of industries. In response to the pandemic, customers and organizations adapted their behavior and ways of doing business. For example, customers flooded to online grocery platforms and switched brands and stores based on stock availability and delivery timelines. Organizations used videoconferencing and social chat apps to maintain selling activities. IT budgets have been reallocated to and increased for digital channels and technologies in order to boost digital presence and capabilities.

Polling results from a Gartner webinar conducted in July 2020 showed that while 53% of the respondents expected a revenue decline in the next 12 months, 86% planned to increase their digital investment in the same period (see Figure 1).
COVID-19 triggered an urgent requirement for organizations – causing them to move deeper into digital channels and use digital technologies to increase revenue and engage customers. Gartner’s “The Postpandemic Planning Framework” explains five scenarios for recovery. The actions that organizations take during the recovery stage will impact how they perform when the new normal is established.

Digital commerce played an important role during the pandemic by enabling organizations to stay in business. Organizations should not assume that things will return to the precrisis state. Some customer behavioral changes such as shopping online and becoming more health- and safety-conscious will be long term. Measures implemented by organizations during the pandemic, such as enabling new go-to-market models and new types of customer engagement are likely to remain. Organizations must understand the long-term impacts brought about by COVID-19 as they plan for digital commerce investment (see Figure 2).
Figure 2: 10 Things COVID-19 Will Change in Digital Commerce

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Customer Drivers</th>
<th>Organizational Drivers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Health Consciousness</td>
<td>Growth and Resilience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective Engagement</td>
<td>Flexibility and Agility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anytime, Anywhere Gratification</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contactless Commerce</th>
<th>Visual Configuration</th>
<th>Live Commerce</th>
<th>B2B Consumerization</th>
<th>Experience Commerce</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>📡</td>
<td>🎥</td>
<td>🎭</td>
<td>🔄</td>
<td>🔄</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are five underlying drivers for customers and organizations that have led to these changes. Customer drivers include:

- **Health consciousness**: Customers have become more conscious about their health and safety, leading to changes in their consumption behavior in both their personal life and their work. One obvious change is the increasing popularity of contactless commerce, which enables end-to-end contactless self-service.

- **Effective engagement**: Customers want to have more effective communications with products and service providers (where in-person meetings may not be possible) – enabling productive and efficient buying processes and decisions. This has led to the emergence of live commerce, where live video streaming is used to demonstrate products and interact with customers in real time. It has also led to a resurgence of visual configuration and B2B consumerization – supporting more effective selling over digital channels.

- **Anytime, anywhere gratification**: Customers want to enjoy life’s experiences even when they cannot visit a destination in person. They want to have similar experiences from the comfort of their homes. This desire has driven the emergence of experience commerce, where there is a convergence of the physical and digital worlds to deliver a specified experience. Such experiences may be used for education, hospitality, tourism or entertainment and can take place at the customer’s chosen location.
Organizational drivers include:

- **Growth and resilience**: Organizations want to grow digital revenue and be more resistant to future disruptions with some customer lock-in effect. Lights-off commerce allows organizations or consumers to automate purchases using subscription and autoreplenishment. Organizations can also move into enterprise marketplaces and generate revenue by facilitating transactions among third-party sellers.

- **Flexibility and agility**: Organizations need to have unified commerce to sell to, fulfill from, deliver to and serve across all channels. This increases business agility and resilience. They also need a more modular architecture that allows them the flexibility to incorporate new customer experiences and technical capabilities. They also need configurable business experience to enable efficient commerce operations.

Application leaders should stay informed as to the details of these happenings and upcoming changes. They should adjust investment plans and technology platforms to keep their digital commerce offerings competitive in the coming years.

**Contactless Commerce**

*Analysis by Dayna Ford and Jason Daigler*

Contactless commerce allows customers to conduct buying activities without touching public structures or hardware, and without getting in close contact with another person. Contactless commerce can be done digitally or physically for both online and in-person shopping, and covers the entire buying process from researching and ordering, to payment and delivery.

Digital commerce has been contactless for the most part. Customers browse, add to cart and check out digitally in a contactless manner. Still, there are processes where they may come in close or indirect contact with other people (for example, in the delivery stage). Many retail stores that are going online during COVID-19 are blending the in-store experience with digital shopping and offering an end-to-end contactless experience to alleviate shopper’s health concerns. For example, to specifically address these concerns, restaurants are providing QR codes on the table, allowing for self-service ordering and payment. Of respondents to the Gartner Consumer Pandemic Attitudes and Behaviors Survey, 40% agreed with the statement “I’m more willing to do business with stores or other commercial premises that offer contactless payment options.”²

Organizations also need contactless technologies for employees involved in commerce operations. For example, retailers have a lot of in-store operations where digital solutions can be used to protect employees (for example, customer service, replenishment, store pickup and warehousing). Retailers such as Walmart, Schnucks Markets and Giant Eagle are using robots to scan in-store inventory and product shelves to assist with inventory management, replenishment, product placement and promotion decisions.³

**Changes and Impacts**

Contactless commerce is likely to take place in the following ways:

- **Contactless check-out for in-store shopping**: Contactless check-out can be achieved in checkoutless stores (for example, Amazon Go), which works best for small to midsize stores. Large stores with more items can investigate smart cart technologies,⁴ which use cameras and AI to recognize products in the shopping cart and enable self-check-out using mobile apps. Retailers such as Sam’s Club and ALDI have included scan-and-go functionality in mobile apps, enabling customers to scan product bar codes and self-
check-out. While it was previously largely seen as a novelty, contactless check-out is likely to become a major offering and differentiator, at least in the grocery sector.

**Contactless payment:** This includes digital payment using mobile apps for in-store shopping, and contactless card payment at point of sale and kiosks. Digital apps can offer a more thorough contactless experience, enabling customers to avoid touching any public equipment such as kiosks or payment terminals. Thus, digital apps are likely to become the preferred method moving forward, potentially driving the adoption of digital wallets. In cases where PIN and signature is required, organizations can consider increasing the minimum payment amount to reduce the volume of these transactions. Organizations offering public payment equipment will need to sanitize shared surfaces more often (including touch displays, keypads and buttons). Besides commerce organizations, other verticals are also likely to adopt contactless or digital payment. Such verticals include public transportation, parking, healthcare institutions, travel and hospitality.

**Contactless pickup and delivery:** The COVID-19 pandemic has driven a popularity increase in new store pickup methods, such as curbside and drive-through pickups. These methods were available before COVID-19 from major retailers such as Walmart, Target and Kroger, but now, some midsize retailers and food and beverage businesses are offering these services. Other contactless pickup and delivery options will continue to emerge to suit various use cases. Such options include trunk delivery, self-service lockboxes, neighborhood pickup stations, IoT equipment supporting autoreplenishment and even robot and drone delivery. For complex and high-value products such as cars, a combination of remote control, location and user authentication methods will be used for contactless pickup. Some car manufacturers and rental companies already offer self-service car pickups.

**Contactless commerce operations:** Organizations can use robotics, artificial intelligence (AI) and computer vision to assist employees in making better decisions and improving operational efficiency. Examples of areas where these technologies can help include store-level merchandising, pricing, promotions, product assortment and replenishment, and pick-and-pack at warehouses.

**Recommendations**

- Design end-to-end contactless customer journeys – whether initiated online or in store – and offer multiple payment, delivery and pickup options catering to various customer preferences.
- Scale up to support increasing digital commerce volumes for the foreseeable future, optimizing for customer service, supply chain, staffing and platform stability.
- Remove unnecessary points of contact from in-store and hybrid experiences. Eliminate signatures, shared keypads, styluses, screens and pens whenever and wherever possible.
- Optimize digital payment experiences to encourage and empower customers to make transactions entirely from their device, using simple, secure and preferred methods of payment.
- Evaluate the use of robotics to improve efficiency for commerce operations such as warehouse, delivery processes and stocking shelves.
Visual Configuration

Analysis by Mark Lewis

Visual configuration tools enable sales representatives and end customers to see a 2D or 3D visual representation of the product they want to order, with the options and features that they have selected – without having to visit a physical showroom. It is even possible to display the configured product in its intended location using mixed reality. These tools are usually deployed as part of an overall configure, price and quote (CPQ) or digital commerce project. The best technologies enable the user to interact directly and in real time with the visual representation (for example, by entering the cab of an excavator and using the controls). Visual configuration tools can be used to sell a wide range of configurable products – anything from coffee mugs to specialty vehicles to kitchens. Visual configurators can be customer-facing, forming part of a digital commerce experience, or can be driven by a salesperson and (in the context of social distancing) shared with the customer via standard web conferencing tools.

Visual configuration is currently lightly adopted with less than 1,500 deployments globally. Visual configuration software vendors have reported a significant uptick in business because of the COVID-19 lockdown. Manufacturers are investing in visual configuration to enable them to sell their more complex offerings online or remotely.

Changes and Impacts

Visual configuration is likely to change digital commerce in the following ways:

■ Reducing the need for samples and showrooms: Showrooms for kitchens, furniture and specialty vehicles have either been closed or seriously curtailed in response to COVID-19. Visual configuration technology is a low-cost substitute for a showroom. An online configurator can display many more product variants than a physical showroom can possibly stock, without the need to sell off outdated sample stock when a product gets a design refresh. Organizations coming out of the COVID-19 crisis will have to reevaluate the viability of expensive satellite showrooms – with the alternative being to keep just a few hub showrooms, augmenting them with visual configuration technology.

■ Shifting the selling of moderately complex products from direct sales channels to self-service: Costing up to 20% of revenue, direct sales is an expensive method for selling products. Enabling self-service digital commerce using visual configuration will significantly improve margins and likely shorten the sales cycle. An online store works 24/7, 365 days of the year, and it won’t get sick or go to a competitor.

■ Replacing dealerships with direct sales by the manufacturer: Visual configuration tools can be deployed for use by resellers or might eliminate the need for some resellers altogether. A visual configurator is open 24/7, 365 days of the year. It eliminates the training costs associated with launching new products and features, thus enabling rapid product innovation at lower cost. Tesla successfully sells vehicles through a combination of manufacturer-owned demo centers and online sales using visual configurators.

■ Enabling the selling of novel custom products: Visual configurators combined with advanced manufacturing techniques today enable mass customization of consumer products (for example, Nike sports shoes). While there is some additional cost in manufacturing these custom items, they are sold online directly by the manufacturer at a premium price, thus achieving higher margins than standard SKUs sold through a distributor, reseller or retail store.
Recommendations

- Deploy a 3D visual configurator in the self-service channel for relatively simple configurable products for which there are a lot of combinations of options, and for which the final look of the product is important (for example, a specialty vehicle or a custom sofa).
- Ensure that the tooling delivers sufficient photorealism to enhance sales, and not hinder them.
- Equip your direct sales team and channel partners with 3D or mixed reality (MR) configurators to demonstrate your products remotely. Ensure the sales team is fully trained and comfortable with the tools.
- Consider replacing loss-making and marginal showroom locations and dealerships with online visual configurators.

Live Commerce

Analysis by Sandy Shen

Live commerce uses live video streaming to demonstrate products and interact with shoppers in real time to encourage purchases. It is typically delivered through mobile apps. The livestream function can be embedded in commerce platforms or offered by online marketplaces and social networks with purchase links or check-out functions.

Many organizations saw sales plummet during COVID-19. In China, organizations turned to livestream platforms such as Douyin and Kuaishou to connect with customers. Live commerce had been around for a few years, but was mostly used by the younger generations for fashion and beauty products. The COVID-19 pandemic has seen many traditional organizations flooding to these platforms after their offline businesses were completely shut down. Taobao Live reported 88% year-on-year growth in daily active merchants in 1Q20 as more merchants went online. Intime, a department store in China (which is majority-owned by Alibaba), reported the same amount of visitors in a three-hour streaming session as they would have had in six months in the store.

Outside China, live commerce is in an early stage where there are few livestream platforms or vendor solutions. Most social and video streaming platforms offer recorded video for replay, but do not broadcast live. Facebook has launched Live Shopping along with Facebook Shops, but the feature won’t be available for the next few months. Google also released a video shopping offering, Shoploop, that links the video to product sites. Amazon Live has been around for a while with limited visibility or merchant participation. On the other hand, brands that have integrated livestreaming on their commerce sites are seeing early success. Bobbi Brown launched live commerce in the U.S. in May 2020, and saw a 5% conversion rate for those watching livestream sessions, compared to an average conversion rate of 2%. Retailers are offering personalized shopping experience using live chat to help customers find the right products in the shop though viewership and sales are still lagging at this stage.

Changes and Impacts

As a new shopping behavior, live commerce is likely to be a new way to engage shoppers and will impact digital commerce in the following ways:

- New channels to grow commerce: Organizations can use live commerce to entice shoppers, generating traffic and creating brand awareness. They need to be aware of the local customer behavior, as not all customers are familiar with using livestream for purchases. They also need to budget enough for the activity as they may need to partner with influencers and offer deep discounts to attract shoppers. On the technical front, they need to create a frictionless experience
from livestream to check-out, whether through redirects or on-site check-out. Organizations can use livestream platforms and social networks with integrated check-out functions, and can also embed livestream solutions in their commerce platforms or customer-facing interface (for example, customer service chat sessions).

- **Personalized experience:** Employees can use live commerce to directly engage customers in one-to-one or one-to-few sessions to answer questions and help find the right products. Organizations can add these human-assisted personalized shopping experiences to the personalization capabilities that they already have in the commerce platform to further increase customer satisfaction and repeat purchases.

- **Unified experience:** Organizations with a physical presence can use livestreaming to bridge the physical and digital experience. Besides the retail industry, real estate, travel, events, automotive, fitness and healthcare can benefit from moving some sales processes and service delivery to the streaming platform.

- **Shortened sales cycle:** B2B organizations can enable sales to show product demos over live videoconferencing sessions. Organizations can integrate technologies such as visual configuration, request for quotation (RFQ) and CPQ to not only demo products, but also to show how various configurations impact the price. Although this doesn’t necessarily lead to on-the-spot order placement, it is an effective way to gauge customer interest and address their questions. This will help shorten the sales cycle.

**Recommendations**

- Identify livestreaming platforms and technology providers that can offer seamless shopping experiences integrated with livestreaming.
- Work with marketing, merchandising and supply chain to design scripts, curate products and forecast supplies – ensuring optimal outcomes from the session.
- Design mechanisms to retain shoppers and encourage upsell, cross-sell and repeat purchases, since live commerce often attracts shoppers looking for deep discounts. Examples include encouraging customers to sign up for memberships for ongoing discounts, promoting member-only events and free trials, and using personalized product recommendations to increase the order value.
- Identify more use cases for which livestreaming can be used to improve sales efficiency and customer experience (for example, product demo, personalized customer support, consultation and negotiation).
- Provide training to employees to prepare them for live commerce, and align incentives to encourage active participation.

**Experience Commerce**

*Analysis by Penny Gillespie*

Experience commerce is the convergence of the physical and digital worlds to deliver a specified experience at a customer’s desired location. Instead of customers traveling to a destination for an experience, the experience comes to the customer. Experience becomes the item purchased through digital commerce, rather than being the wrapper surrounding the digital commerce interaction.

COVID-19 has negatively impacted many industries. Those taking the hardest hit are destination venues such as education, hospitality, tourism and entertainment, which typically have required customers to go to a specific location where the product or service is offered. Even as economies...
start to open, customers may not quickly engage or flock to destination venues. Demographic factors like income, region and generation influence customers’ attitudes on what they are willing to do and where they are willing to congregate. These attitudes have impacted their usual shopping routines during the pandemic, which may sustain postpandemic. For example, consumers may be reluctant to travel by air or go to locations where crowds gather (such as movie theatres, live performances or the mall) without some safety measures. While the “new normal” is yet to be determined, it will not mirror pre-COVID-19 normalcy and is likely to make some of the old ways of doing business more challenging.

As a result, organizations are experimenting with experience commerce. The following are examples of companies’ initial endeavors in this field. These newly created virtual experiences are often sold out and rated favorably by participants. Examples of new experience commerce events include:

- Wine blending class (offered by Barnett Vineyards) where the ingredients and equipment for the class were shipped prior to the class and participants enjoyed engaging with the wine expert via Zoom, with the vineyard view in the background.

- Cooking classes where the recommended shopping list is provided prior to the event. Examples include a virtual Sri Lankan curry class offered by Tripadvisor, and “Guac and Talk” offered by United Card Events from Chase.

- AppDirect, a commerce vendor, sponsored a virtual team morale event enabled by Merrymint, an experience aggregator. Employees and their families watched a professional magic show, and were instructed on how to replicate tricks using “magical aids” sent prior to the event. They also received digital how-to guides for later reference.

- A Greek dance and history lesson with an Athens local (offered by Tripadvisor), which combined a dance workshop and dance history lesson.

- A virtual tour of ancient Rome (offered by GetYourGuide), which combined photos, videos, polls, and a fully interactive chat function – including a licensed Colosseum guide for one hour.

- Immersive cardio training offered by Peloton via its mobile app – enabling customers to bring the energy of an instructor-led studio bike ride into their homes.

**Changes and Impacts**

Experience commerce will bring the following changes to digital commerce:

- **Experiences become products:** New products will emerge as organizations start to create and bundle digitally delivered content (such as scenery and music) with physical goods to create a sense of being in a destination from within the comfort of home. In addition to selling traditional products and services, organizations will sell experiences (that is, experience commerce).

- **Experiences create new customer segments:** Whereas physical locations are not very scalable, digital interactions are. As experiences become more sophisticated and realistic, destination-based industries are likely to find new customer segments stemming from those who have previously been unable to afford or travel to the destination experience. Likewise, existing customers may find appeal in augmenting
their physical visits with experiences due to convenience, time constraints or health issues.

- **Experiences create new roles:** Inside the organization, experience creators will be responsible for creating the organization’s powerful digital content, identifying multiple levels of experiences with accompanying physical goods, and sourcing the required physical goods. Outside the organization, experience brokers will emerge as independent orchestrators to assist the sourcing and delivery of the moving parts in experience commerce across digital and physical realms.

**Recommendations**

- Identify the experience customers value the most. Identify your unique value proposition and the feelings it provokes in customers. What is the objective behind a typical visit or engagement? What do customers do on location? With whom do they interact? What experience is most gratifying to them? Is it a view, an event or an excursion?

- Assess the opportunity. Conduct research to see if existing customers would value a hybrid digital/physical experience. Identify the interest of potential new customers who can be acquired with the new offering.

- Determine tasks that will be fulfilled via partnership. Determine what can be done virtually and what is needed physically to improve the experience. When thinking about the physical component, start small but think big. Identify the things that you can source yourself and those that will require a partner.

- Find physical goods partners. Identify the primary markets in which your customer base resides. Determine the availability of suppliers and the supplies required to fulfill the physical aspect of the experience. Create appropriate partnerships to get started. As experience is gained, assess whether becoming an independent experience broker could be financially rewarding.

- Solicit feedback from customers and make it easy to comment. Grow confidence and build trust through customer testimonials by encouraging customer-posted social media reviews.

**B2B Consumerization**

*Analysis by Sandy Shen and Mark Lewis*

The COVID-19 pandemic disrupted sales processes for many B2B organizations that relied heavily on offline and face-to-face interactions, prompting them to shift their go-to-market (GTM) models to digital channels and remote selling. According to McKinsey, 96% of the B2B organizations changed their GTM models during COVID-19 to prioritize the digital channel (such as using online/web support and digital commerce), and 80% are likely to sustain these models for at least 12 months after COVID-19. Global B2B commerce sales also increased by 24% during the COVID-19 pandemic compared with the precrisis level. While the adoption of B2B commerce has been relatively low compared with B2C commerce, COVID-19 accelerated the process as digital commerce has become an important way, if not the only way to keep sales going.

As younger generations are entering the workforce and taking buying positions within organizations, they demand compelling customer experience similar to what they get from B2C shopping as a consumer. This includes better availability and user experience (UX) of mobile, web and apps for buying functions, and use of consumer chat apps to communicate with sales teams. The UX needs to be intuitive enough that customers can use without much training. Organizations can benefit from B2B commerce as it improves efficiency by reducing errors in order taking and processing. It also shortens the sales cycle by enabling customer self-service, and the use of digital
technologies can make simple sales processes more effective. Admittedly, some complex sales processes are more effective in a face-to-face setting. Digital selling is an interim solution when in-person meetings are not possible.

**Changes and Impacts**

With the expectation that digital and remote selling will be used by more B2B organizations, the following technologies will facilitate B2B consumerization:

- **Live chat and video streaming:** These technologies are being used for sales meetings and product demos. They are the most apt replacement for in-person meetings and sales can engage customers in a one-to-one or one-to-many model. When used in combination with visual configuration technologies, sales can effectively show various product options in the live demo to make the sales process more effective. They can address customer questions and see their responses to gauge buying interest. When integrated with commerce functions, customers can move further to the buying process (for example, adding a product to their cart or requesting a quote).

- **Social chat apps:** Salespeople may have already directly engaged with customers using social chat apps such as Facebook Messenger, WhatsApp, WeChat or LinkedIn. As most customers already use these apps on a regular basis, they make customers more accessible than the chat function embedded in corporate websites or mobile apps. B2B organizations can develop functions to support sales activities in these apps such as to share product brochures or name cards, redirect customers to commerce sites, and send calendar invites. These functions help with customer communication and improve sales effectiveness.

- **Mobile apps:** Mobile apps are the norm in B2C commerce, but they are less common in B2B commerce, which still heavily uses websites. As younger generation buyers come into the decision chain, they will expect to be able to access a wide range of buying functions from mobile. This includes not only repeat and quick orders, but also product comparison, RFQ, negotiation, configuration, and reporting. In addition, mobile UX should be as intuitive as the best in class, and younger buyers are likely to benchmark this with Amazon and Tmall.

Organizations with complex selling processes may not be able to digitize the entire process all at once. They should prioritize the steps that have the most impact on customer engagement and conversion, and design them to be user-friendly and intuitive. This will encourage adoption by both customers and the sales team.

**Recommendations**

- Identify consumer technologies such as video streaming and social chat that can create a great B2B buying/selling experience. Find ways to align those technologies with your security and compliance requirements.

- Use customer journey mapping to understand customer frustrations and pain points in the buying process. Solve these issues with a combination of technology, process and policy changes.
Apply the “principle of least surprise” by challenging every deviation from the standard B2C shopping experience. Ask yourself: “Does it work for consumers?” and “Can a new customer complete the transaction without training?”

Adopt configuration technologies for configurable and complex products, to guide the user through the product selection process.

Prioritize steps in the buying processes that can offer good value for sales teams and customers, and which can be digitized with less efforts (such as product demos, RFPs and inquiries). Design the experience to be frictionless and at least as effective as the face-to-face experience, if not more so.

Lights-Off Commerce

Analysis by Sandy Shen

Lights-off commerce refers to automated purchases using subscription and autoreplenishment to deliver goods to customers on a regular schedule or an as-needed basis. There has been a surge in subscription program enrollment since the initial COVID-19 outbreak, as consumers look to protect themselves from stock-out situations and avoid physically shopping in the store. Many consumers are placing online subscription orders for the first time. For example in the U.S., for the week of 17 April, of those who ordered online subscriptions for fresh food and beverage, meal kits and alcohol, 55%, 47% and 46%, respectively, were doing so for the first time. Although these services can suffer from softening demand, they are likely to be the first to recover once the demand is up as they provide customers with a more accessible way to order supplies.

Changes and Impacts

Lights-off commerce enables organizations to maintain customer relations and sales activities during uncertain times. The following changes are likely to happen postpandemic:

- Subscription expands to more categories and organizations: Essentials, such as household supplies, cleaning and sanitary, personal care, online grocery and home entertainment are likely to see higher penetrations with strong growth. Discretionary items such as fashion and beauty may take a hit in the immediate term as consumers become more budget-conscious and are more likely to buy as needed. B2B organizations will also increase the use of subscriptions to lock in customers for recurring revenue. When the pandemic recedes and people are more willing to shop for discretionary items, organizations can use subscriptions to offer customers more product choices or reach segments that were previously unattainable. For example, Rent the Runway allows customers to wear various clothes at affordable prices, and Volkswagen-Drover gives customers more car choices with monthly subscriptions. Affordable products with more choices can appeal to consumers who, in a postpandemic world, may become more value-conscious.
IoT-enabled autoreplenishment becomes popular:
Online and mobile have been the mainstream channels for digital commerce for years, and IoT-based commerce (that is, thing commerce) is mostly viewed as emerging and complementary. This is due to the complexity involved in implementing IoT technologies and designing the right ordering experience. COVID-19 will accelerate the adoption of thing commerce, as customers will have higher expectations for product availability and home delivery. Organizations will also focus more on alternative channels, as they build resilience into their business strategies by increasing the number of channels and strengthening customer relations. While there are more complex use cases for thing commerce, autoreplenishment is the low-hanging fruit with clear business value and more straightforward technology implementation.

Recommendations

- Work with business leaders to identify products that can be offered via subscription, recurring events or autoreplenishment. Consumables, high-value durable goods and services are a good fit.

- Work with product development to retrofit existing products to make them suited for subscription or recurring offers. Consider integrating IoT technologies with the commerce platform to enable autoreplenishment.

- Design multitier subscription plans to cater to different customer preferences and price points. Consider allowing free trials and free cancellations to encourage risk-free enrollment.

- Include substitute products and multiple configuration options in replenishment choices to put customers in control.

Enterprise Marketplaces

Analysis by Jason Daigler, Dayna Ford and Penny Gillespie

Enterprise marketplaces are online marketplaces operated by organizations that invite third-party sellers to sell directly to end customers, in either B2C or B2B sales models. Enterprise marketplaces represent not only a new set of technologies for driving digital commerce revenue, but also a fundamental business model change for online sellers, propelling them toward digital business. This contributes to improved experiences for buyers and sellers, better efficiency in the buying and selling processes, more efficient supply chains and new revenue sources.

During the COVID-19 pandemic, many organizations have encountered problems associated with selling only their own, “first-party” products online. Issues include:

- Reduced demand for their core product offering.

- Disrupted supply chains due to closed manufacturing facilities.

- Reduced sales for complex or configurable products due to lack of travel and in-person sales opportunities.

Enterprise marketplaces alleviate risks associated with disruption and provide new opportunities for participants, including:

- Increased revenue from commissions or fees charged to third-party sellers.

- Moderated traffic fluctuations with products of declining demand offset by those with surging demand.

- Better product availability as there are more sellers with their own stock for existing product categories.
Organizations that deployed enterprise marketplaces prior to the onset of the pandemic were less disrupted by the scenarios above than those who only sold first-party products. Walmart, for example, saw growth in marketplace sales outpace the overall business.\textsuperscript{17}

**Changes and Impacts**

Enterprise marketplaces are likely to change digital commerce in the following ways:

- **New go-to-market channels:** Growth in enterprise marketplaces makes them an appealing channel for brands, manufacturers, and distributors that are positioning their products online. In addition to selling through a standard set of retailers and existing marketplaces (such as Amazon or Tmall), they will need to consider a growing set of new enterprise marketplaces, including some that will be vertical-specific or solution-oriented. Channel integration applications, such as ChannelAdvisor, Productsup and Syndigo, could see growth in usage if they can keep pace with the growing number of marketplaces that they integrate with.

- **Digital revenue from marketplace operations:** Organizations operating the marketplace will develop new revenue streams from operator fees and commissions. This is different from product sales revenue in the traditional commerce model, and positions organizations on a path to becoming a digital business as they develop digital products and ecosystems. Those organizations that are particularly successful could switch to a majority third-party model over time, where they are less reliant on their own first-party products and instead focus on acquiring more sellers and relying on the sale of third-party products.

- **Some technologies and practices become critical:** SEO best practices, ad buying and digital shelf analytics will become more critical to successful marketplace operation. As the number of marketplaces increases, so too does competition among online shopping destinations for consumers and business buyers. Therefore, product findability becomes far more important, with increased investment in tools that contribute to findability.

- **Marketplaces become an important offering from commerce vendors:** More digital commerce platforms will either build enterprise marketplace operation functionality into their core offering or seek partnerships with vendors that are focused on this area.

**Recommendations**

- Consider layering a marketplace operation application on top of existing digital commerce sites instead of building the functionality internally to allow quick launches. Use Gartner’s “11 Imperatives When Building an Enterprise Marketplace” for guidance.

- Organizations without current digital commerce endeavors should evaluate commerce platforms that either offer marketplace operation functionality natively or have strong integrations to marketplace operation application vendors.

- Develop internal processes for vendor recruiting and onboarding, and vendor tools for monitoring, reporting and product category change management. Refine search algorithms.

- Plan for organization changes, especially adaptations to the role of account executives, who will need to interface with third-party sellers. The number of account executives needed is typically a function of the number of third-party sellers, coupled with the number of SKUs offered on the marketplace. Companies may also need employees who recruit sellers and assist with onboarding.
Unified Commerce

Analysis by Sandy Shen

Unified commerce offers consistent and personalized experience across channels throughout the customer journey. It allows organizations to not only provide customers with more options for purchases and delivery, but also to quickly switch channels in case of channel disruption.

Organizations less impacted by COVID-19 are those that quickly shifted selling activities to the less impacted channels to recover sales. For example, after all its physical stores in China were closed, Louis Vuitton launched Valentine’s Day pop-up stores via WeChat. Its store staff promoted the WeChat store to customers and used live chat for presale and postsale support. As a result, the company doubled its Valentine’s Day sales in 2020 compared to the same period last year. In the U.S., Walmart converted 2,500 of its stores into fulfillment centers to keep up with the demand spikes from digital commerce. The company accelerated investment in multichannel fulfillment capabilities (including curbside pickup and delivery from the store) to keep up with the triple-digital sales growth. The ability to unify channels for customers and operations is critical to ensuring great customer experience while maintaining operational flexibility.

Changes and Impacts

While unified commerce experience is important, most organizations have taken a half-hearted approach and only traveled the most familiar paths, such as selling through websites and mobile and enabling buy online, pick up in store (BOPIS) or click and collect. Unified commerce needs to go beyond BOPIS and enable a truly seamless experience for selling, serving, fulfilling and delivering.

- **Serve across any channel:** The service experience should be integrated to enable continuous experience when customers switch channels. This includes not only continuous browsing and transacting between channels, but also continuous conversation between social networks, chatbots, contact centers and store visits. This requires seamless integration of the service capability and the sharing of customer context across channels. In addition, organizations should consider combining multiple customer interfaces into a single one when making sense. For example, Walmart combined two apps – Walmart Grocery and Walmart App into a single app so that customers can manage pickups and order goods using the same app. This helps reduce customer confusion as to which app to use for different tasks.

- **Fulfill from any channel:** Organizations using distributed order management (DOM) have been able to access inventory from multiple channels, including those they own themselves and those owned by channel partners. This brings flexibility in fulfillment and delivery options, ensures stock availability under unusual circumstances, and engages channel partners. Better stock availability during COVID-19 has seen some retailers winning customers from the competition, as availability is a key consideration in the customer’s new shopping behavior.

- **Sell across any channel:** Besides websites and mobile, organizations should consider social networks, kiosks, IoT devices, contact centers, video streaming and TVs. Organizations should enable multiple ways of ordering even from the same channel. For example, when using mobile, enable ordering via the mobile storefront, text messages, QR code, voice command and chatbot. Organizations should also consider including third-party channels, such as online marketplaces, and commerce platforms provided by partners, trade associations or governments to maximize the reach to customers.

- **Sell across any channel:** Besides websites and mobile, organizations should consider social networks, kiosks, IoT devices, contact centers, video streaming and TVs. Organizations should enable multiple ways of ordering even from the same channel. For example, when using mobile, enable ordering via the mobile storefront, text messages, QR code, voice command and chatbot. Organizations should also consider including third-party channels, such as online marketplaces, and commerce platforms provided by partners, trade associations or governments to maximize the reach to customers.

- **Serve across any channel:** The service experience should be integrated to enable continuous experience when customers switch channels. This includes not only continuous browsing and transacting between channels, but also continuous conversation between social networks, chatbots, contact centers and store visits. This requires seamless integration of the service capability and the sharing of customer context across channels. In addition, organizations should consider combining multiple customer interfaces into a single one when making sense. For example, Walmart combined two apps – Walmart Grocery and Walmart App into a single app so that customers can manage pickups and order goods using the same app. This helps reduce customer confusion as to which app to use for different tasks.

- **Fulfill from any channel:** Organizations using distributed order management (DOM) have been able to access inventory from multiple channels, including those they own themselves and those owned by channel partners. This brings flexibility in fulfillment and delivery options, ensures stock availability under unusual circumstances, and engages channel partners. Better stock availability during COVID-19 has seen some retailers winning customers from the competition, as availability is a key consideration in the customer’s new shopping behavior.

- **Sell across any channel:** Besides websites and mobile, organizations should consider social networks, kiosks, IoT devices, contact centers, video streaming and TVs. Organizations should enable multiple ways of ordering even from the same channel. For example, when using mobile, enable ordering via the mobile storefront, text messages, QR code, voice command and chatbot. Organizations should also consider including third-party channels, such as online marketplaces, and commerce platforms provided by partners, trade associations or governments to maximize the reach to customers.
Deliver to any channel: As contactless delivery options become popular, organizations will need to consider emerging delivery methods. These include curbside pickup, drive-through, trunk delivery, self-service lockboxes, neighborhood pickup stations, IoT equipment supporting autoreplenishment and even robot and drone delivery when feasible.

Recommendations

- Use customer journey mapping and analytics to understand customer channel preferences on the path to purchasing.
- Define and implement event streams for continuous browsing, conversing and transacting across channels by closely integrating commerce with customer service solutions.
- Work with supply chain leaders to implement DOM and integrate it with the commerce platform to enable fulfillment from any channel and improve stock availability.
- Invest in API-based commerce architecture to decouple the front end from the back end to increase flexibility in adding new channels and user interface (UI) technologies.

Modular Architecture

Analysis by Mike Lowndes

COVID-19 forced many businesses to switch to digital channels as their physical channels were shut down. Businesses that were able to quickly make the switch and enable new functions (such as curbside pickup) either had been testing these capabilities for a while or had a modern architecture that allowed them to quickly deploy new functions. For example, Best Buy had spent months testing curbside pickup at a handful of stores and was able to roll it out to every store in just two days. For those that weren’t able to quickly deploy new functions in a short time, this exposed the underinvestment in digital channels and the limitations of monolithic platforms. There was already an emerging trend toward modular architectures for digitally mature businesses before the pandemic. This trend will accelerate as more businesses understand the advantages that come with a having a modular architecture, including better scalability, flexibility and agility:

- **Scalability:** Some businesses (such as grocery and food delivery businesses) saw “Black Friday every day” for online transactions during COVID-19, and expect digital commerce to remain highly utilized postpandemic. The ability to flexibly scale up and down in keeping with demand will increase business resilience when faced with a rapidly changing environment. It also avoids delays or cost surprises caused by expensive scaling projects, or reliance on temporary fixes such as with content delivery networks (CDNs) – including “waiting rooms” and other means of throttling customer access to cope with load.

- **Flexibility and agility in deploying new functions:** While many retailers had been offering BOPIS or click and collect, enabling curbside pickup isn’t as easy as turning on a switch. It requires new features such as communication from the customer of their arrival and their car plate or model, and it requires employees to identify customers and confirm delivery. This could be a major project for a monolithic platform, and resolution can be lengthy and expensive. Modular platforms that follow Gartner’s composable commerce model are open to extension via simpler processes and over a shorter time frame. Vendors selling modular, composable platforms can also release new capabilities to deal with emerging requirements very rapidly.
Changes and Impacts

■ **Collaboration between business and IT:** When the business and IT work in silos, it slows the communication of business value and the definition of functional modules that will make sense for business users. Having a single digital strategy across both, and maintaining business-IT fusion teams, will support faster decision making required to take advantage of modular architectures.

■ **Independent scaling:** Different components such as search, shopping cart and check-out can be scaled independently to deal with different demand scenarios and buying behaviors.

■ **Independent development, testing and deployment:** New (or simply better) capabilities can be made available sooner via this architectural approach, allowing the organization to be responsive to changing market conditions.

■ **Quick channel expansion and new business model enablement:** Organizations can add new channels such as IoT, social media selling, and online marketplace integration more quickly, and are able to easily switch between them. They can also enable new business models such as subscription, thing commerce or enterprise marketplaces with greater flexibility. They can enable these new business capabilities within a composable commerce architecture rather than deploy new end-to-end solutions for each.

Recommendations

■ Set up a business-IT fusion task force within the digital commerce team to support the move to composable commerce architectures.

■ Invest in the skills and resources required to develop and maintain a modular architecture. These include product management, API development, event/stream integration, DevOps and continuous integration/continuous delivery (CI/CD). These skills can be made available via in-house teams, trusted service partners or hybrid teams.

■ Adopt modular, composable architectures by using a combination of API-based SaaS solutions, microservices, integration tools and the incremental decomposition of existing monolithic applications.

**Configurable Business Experience**

*Analysis by Penny Gillespie and Sandy Shen*

Configurable business experience enables business users to construct the platform experience to their needs without involving IT, so they can increase efficiency in commerce operations. Historically, business users in sales, marketing, merchandising or customer service had to endure the limitations of the administration UI/UX defined by the commerce platform, with little flexibility to configure it. COVID-19 has made this an acute pain point. Companies need to be able to make quick changes to policies or workflows such as in pricing, availability and delivery to respond to customer needs. The ability to enable business users to make such changes without involving IT will be critical to achieving agility in the postpandemic world, and to ensuring success in digital commerce.

Consequently, vendors that enable business user efficiency are starting to gain traction. Zobrist Software’s Smart Merchandiser enables employees to easily manage merchandising by combining inventory, product attributes and analytics in a visual experience – increasing efficiency in digital merchandising by reducing the amount of employee time required for a task from eight hours to one hour. Liferay, using its digital experience platform (DXP) and modular capabilities, allows operational staff to configure the management UI to their preference by dragging and dropping widgets.
While digital commerce has been focused on improving customer experience, when buying digital commerce solutions, reducing digital friction for employees will be a key decision factor. Digital friction refers to unnecessary effort by employees when using or producing data or technology solutions for work. Gartner 2020 Digital Friction Survey found that:

- 47% of employees outside of IT experience high digital friction when using technology for work.
- 41% of employees outside of IT who have moved beyond tech “end users” to become technology producers experience high digital friction when producing technology for work.

Companies that invest in employee experience outperform those that do not invest, and see gains in both revenue and profitability.

**Changes and Impacts**

Technology advancements that promote employee speed and efficiency will impact digital commerce in the following ways:

- **Accelerate the move to modular architecture and composable commerce:** The ability to support self-assembled experience relies on the availability of underlying modules (or packaged business capabilities [PBCs]), which can be available from the commerce platform itself or custom-built by the commerce organization. These modules include the data and business logic to enable configuration of the new UI/UX, workflows and policy changes.

- **Increase low-code/no-code tooling in digital commerce platforms:** More digital commerce vendors will focus on improving experience for operational staff by including low-code/no-code tools in their solutions so employees can configure their own experience without involving IT. This also includes low-code/no-code integration tools for business IT, which allow them to quickly build capabilities for business users.

- **More commerce vendors will embrace API-centric SaaS:** API-centric SaaS improves extensibility of platform capabilities. It also improves application leaders’ ease of use and flexibility in building PBC modules that can be consumed by business users. This will be key to supporting a configurable and self-service business experience. Vendors will either organically build API-centric SaaS platforms or acquire these solutions and integrate them into their existing products.

- **Preintegrated ecosystem applications become a vendor selection priority:** Preintegrated ecosystem applications offer greater flexibility for platform extensions, making it easier for business IT to add functionality. The network of preintegrated ecosystem applications will become a higher priority in vendor selection.

**Recommendations**

- Include business user efficiency as a criterion for commerce platform and ecosystem application selection. Make sure key users are present for product demos and understand the level of effort for key functions such as merchandising, setting up promotions and creating new stores.

- Understand commerce vendor’s product architecture to see whether it enables modular development. Examine the number of functional modules, integration tools, API documentation, functions and quality, and the ability to customize administrative workflows and logic.

- Scrutinize ecosystem applications and elevate their priority when selecting a vendor. Examine the vendor’s network of application partners and available preintegrations.
Evidence

1. The webinar “Strengthen Your Resilience With Digital Business” was conducted on 14 July 2020 with a total attendance of 393. Polling questions were included to understand the impacts of COVID-19 on the revenue of respondents’ organizations, and their digital investments over the next 12 months.

2. The Gartner Consumer Pandemic Attitudes and Behaviors Survey was fielded among U.S. consumers ages 18 and older. Quotas were set for age, gender, employment, ethnicity and region. The survey was conducted online among 1,505 respondents. Data was collected from 8 May through 18 May 2020. The survey was developed collaboratively by a team of Gartner researchers who follow marketing, and was reviewed, tested and administered by Gartner’s Research Data and Analytics team. See “Survey Analysis: Take Advantage of Burgeoning Consumer Adoption of Digital Shopping Channels.”

3. “How Robots Are Helping Grocery Stores During the Coronavirus Outbreak,” Forbes

4. “Amazon to Test Dash Cart, a Smart Grocery Shopping Cart That Sees What You Buy,” TechCrunch

5. “Support – Delivery Option,” Tesla

6. “Alibaba Group Reports March Quarter and FY2020 Earnings,” Alizila

7. “China’s Thriving Livestream Sector – And How Small Retailers Can Use the Format,” OMR


11. “Ask an Expert,” Harvey Nichols

12. “Harrods Set to Dispatch Team of Staff Into Knightsbridge Store to Carry Out Personal Shopping for Prized Customers,” DailyMail


15. “Fastenal Earnings Are a Bellwether for How Coronavirus Will Affect Industrial Stocks,” The Motley Fool

16. “Consumer Sentiment and Behavior Continue to Reflect the Uncertainty of the COVID-19 Crisis,” McKinsey

17. “Walmart.com Inks Deal to Add 1,200 New Marketplace Sellers From Shopify,” Talk Business & Politics

“How Walmart Adapted to Meet a Spike in COVID-Related Online Demand in the U.S.,” MediaNama

“Consumer Sentiment and Behavior Continue to Reflect the Uncertainty of the COVID-19 Crisis,” McKinsey


The 2020 Gartner Digital Friction Survey was conducted in January 2020 of 4,977 corporate employees from various functions, seniority levels and industries on the factors that contribute to their experience in using workplace technologies. Ninety-two percent of (n = 4,582) employees included in the survey used technology as a core part of their day-to-day work. Gartner defines digital friction as the unnecessary effort an employee has to exert to use data or technology for work. The data did not yield substantial variation between midsize enterprises and large enterprises.


Source: Gartner Research, G00730348, Sandy Shen, Jason Daigler, Penny Gillespie, Mark Lewis, Dayna Ford, Mike Lowndes, August 2020
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